In this paper we study nonuniform dichotomy concepts of linear evolutionary processes which are defined in a general Banach space and whose norms can increase no faster than an exponential.
Dichotomy of e v o l u t i o n a r y processes that n 5 t-s < n+l then

\\P(t, s)|| 5 \\P(t,
The space of X-valued functions / almost defined on IR such that / is strongly measurable and locally integrable is denoted by L (X) .
In particular L, (R) = £. . If I = [a, b] is a real compact loc loc
interval, then the characteristic function of J will be denoted by cp .
In the particular cases a = 0 and respectively b = °° we use the 
REMARK 2.6. Let us denote (i) If P( •, •) is a dichotomic process then X~ [t ) c X [t ) .
Indeed, if x € X?(t ) then for every t 2 t and hence x £ X [t ) .
(ii) If P(•, •) is an exponentially dichotomic process then ) = X \t ) for all 0 € S and t > 0 .
For this, it is sufficient to observe that if x (. X [t ) and which contradicts the fact t h a t x € X (t ) . Consider the l i n e a r system described by the following i n t e g r a l model 
Preliminary results
We prove the following lemmas which will be used in the sequel. Proof. If t > s > t > 0 and n is the positive integer such that
where v (t ) = In 2/6 (t) .
LEMMA 3.2. Let f : A -»• R + be a function with the property that there is
for all s + 6 (t ) 2 t > s 2 t . > 0 £«en tftere i s v : R * R* such that
Proof. This is similar to the proof of the preceding lemma. For the proof of (ii) let s > t , t > s + 26 Q and x = s + with k = 0, 1, . . . , n-1 . Then as before we obtain ||P (u, i )x||du 5 a n (6 ) L T + S (-)P f., £ 
t Q ) > 2g[t, t Q ) > g[s, t Q )
f o r a l l s + n ( t Q ) > t > s > t Q > 0 . 
, and
Proof. By admissiblity of (S, D) for the system ( 
M = [x 2 (u), x[', t Q , x 2 (u), u)) .
To establish property (ii) it is enough by the closed graph theorem to
show that A is a closed operator. 
Let u •*• u in B. {X) and Au
-»• (x , y] in Y (X) . Then n t Q n 2 • t Q x 2 {u n ) + x 2 i n X^[t 0 ) and x ( -, t Q , * 2 ( " J , " J ^ «/ i n D ± (X) . From D(X) -> • L (X) i t follows that there exists a subsequence {u ) of loc n k - (u ) such that y(t) = lim x[t, t , x (M ) , M ) almost everywhere. From \\y{t)-x{t, t Q , x 2 , u)\\ S \\y(t)-x[t, t xAu ) , u 111 + ||a;(t, t , x (M ) , u ) -x ( t , t , x , u)\\ k k k k 5 \\y(t)-x{t, t xju ) , u ) \ \ + ||p(t, t ) | | • \\x {u )-x\\ 0 d n k k n k \\P(t, a)\\\\u (s)-u(s)\\ds o k y(t) = x[t, t Q ,
6
P e t r e P r e d a a n d M i h a i l M e g a n
\\P 2 [t, t Q )x\\ s
for a l l (*, t Q ) € A and x € X .
Clearly u i L. {X) and from° 2 °, 
' J ' I
If for x t X there is t ± > t Q such that P^, t Q )x = 0 then
P{t, t Q )x = P[t, t^)p[t^, t Q )x = 0 for all t > ^ and thus x € X^[t Q )
which implies x = P (t )x .
Let x be a positive number such that P ( T , * Q ) X = 0 and 
If the pair (S, D) is admissible for the system (P) then the process
P( •, •) is exponentially dichotomic.
Proof. This is a consequence of Theorems h.k and U.5- Proof. In the above hypotheses we have (see [3] , pp. 61-67 that the pair (S, D) verifies Assumption 1. Then the result is obvious from the preceding corollary. Proof. This results from Remark 2.7 and Corollary U.6. 
